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Crossing winter we all are making tunes to our boats,
making repairs, checking the gear of communication
and safety equipment needed for our sailings. Also
we are planning the projects of our sailings and
expeditions. And each one of the sea Scouts is
dreaming of perfect sailing trip: which courses to be
chosen, with the ideal conditions and crew of
friends. Afterwards scoust present the ideas to his
crew fellows, and together with the group they
choose how their ideal sailing trip would be. Pirates
are crossing and Explorers are diving to the deep.
Everything is possible.
It's this way entrepeneurship and project methods
are waken in our Scouts. This is also one of the
major ways to put creativity on our minds. Let's all
be able to dream, and allow others to dream and
reach towards the horizon. Let's help our scouts to
grow with the Scout Values, that we all share,
building a safer world with peacefull harbours harbours that can take every young sailor. Let's give
them the conditions to sail within the Scout Method.
In these Dreams we want all people to be safe on
water, starting with us, and finishing as the weekend
fisherman on the pier. We must be actors on passing
the information to people, giving example. In the
Tagus we had seen three lives lost this winter by
people's unthougth actions. It reminds us that we
should be prepared at all times.
Nuno Baptista Jacinto
Chairman of Odysseus

Photo of the cover and photoof top of the mast: Laura Simarro (Spain, Azimut), photos from Sea Scout sailing
regatta: Kevin Rowan (Ireland, Malahide Sea Scouts)

Hello fellow Scouts who sail the
European waters
Long time, no sea (scouting)
In Estonia Marek Kõbu and Gedy Siimenson have started a project
to start sea scouting in their country. Some years ago there has
been sea scouting in their country, but for unknown reasons sea
scouting has 'dried up'. I truly admire their enthousiasm and I'll
do my best to support them on their path towards sea scouting.
Content of this newsletter:
Member of Odysseus
Odysseus greetings
Dreaming of sailing in Estonia
Celebration of 40 years in Ireland
Project for Nautical base in Spain
Winter Boat training in Ireland
International Sea Scout camps
Games: Knotting kim
and Longest rope

The European Sea Scout network is a great opportunity to get
information, ideas and contacts to develop sea /water scouting.
Unfortunately there are some language barriers on our way. For
example I cannot understand sea scout material written in
Greek.
To make our ideas and great programs and training systems truly
visible to each other we are obliged to use a common language English. Please use some minutes to share your events &
activities & games in English - that way the things you do are
even more valuable!
Satu Raudasoja, Editor in chief of Euronaut

Euronaut is a newsletter of European Sea Scout network. All guides and scouts are welcome to join the
Facebook group "European Sea Scouting" and share their scouting related stories and photos. If you
want to share any stories in this newspaper, you should post them to euronaut@seascouts. eu

Member of Odysseus Group
Kris Bauters from Belgium was the
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head of the organizing team of Eurosea
1 2 in Belgium. Kris was vice chairman
previous years in Odysseus and
continues now as a member of the
group. Kris works as a Captain for
Flemish government. Besides scouting
he enjoyes sailing and motorcycling.
Kris is a commitee member of a Belgian
seascout group and vice chairman of
the nautical youthcouncil of Belgium.
Also his work and his family keeps him
busy in the evenings.
When asked about his role in Odysseus in upcoming years, Kris
aswers: "My goal was organising Eurosea1 2, and for this new period,
my goal is giving support to the next host. Also assist the anchorman
with the ambassadors network. " As the best international experience
until now, Kris lists the World Jamboree in the Netherlands. "I would
like to attend some day an International sailing camp or trip like
August Cruise. "
Text: Satu Raudasoja, Photo: Viljo Mannerjoki

FRIENDSHIP BADGE!
Odysseus is still waiting for design proposals for sea
scout friendship badge! Post your proposal to
odysseus@seascouts. eu or euronaut@seascouts. eu

What has Odysseus been doing ?
After Christmas we started with some preparations around the
communication for the next Eurosea. The official bid is at the
European Scout Office, now a hosting team should be formed.
But also the accommodations should be reserved and checked.
In september the Odysseus group will have a preparation
meeting on location. But before that a lot of thing should
already have been started. But we also talking about visiting the
seascouts in Barcelona and we have got an indentation to visit
Aqua.
Also the ambassadors network must become active again,
Werner is busy with that. Some things are not going that fast, so
we have to puss it and keep our selves also motivated.
The coming months we hope to be able to tell you a lot more
about the location of the Eurosea, the culture and climate of
the hosting country. Perhaps even more about the price. I can
not promise you we will be able to tell you everything, but we
will try.
Ernst-Jan
vice chairman of Odysseus
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Dreaming of sailing in Estonia
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You may think that all this enthusiasm will bring
us in the picture of sea scouting with few months
but we are certain that we can’t do it without a
great and supportive Baltic Sea team. So now, as
the deadline to the project comes closer and
closer, me and Gedy Siimenson, are dedicated to
find the connections in Europe and Estonia to
build this awesome movement in our country too.
Therefore, if you have some great examples of
sea scout activities, and values in your country,
please share them with us by writing to
gedy. siimenson@teec and
marek. kobu@gmail. com!

For a very long time I have been dreaming of
sailing. I have heard about special scouting, also
about sea scouting for years. I know that there
were sea scouts in Estonia before the Soviet Union
but now, unfortunately, it has died in most parts
of Estonia. There still is a will, some equipment
and sailing action in Narva city, and after when I
was given a chance to take part in Gilwell’s course
I found few other people who are dreaming the
same dream.
To finish the Gilwell course all participants will
have to present a project. Since the synergy at
the Gilwell course camp brought together
different people with great ideas about how sea
scouting in Estonia should be like, we decided to
write this project together. Why not to restore
the Estonian sea scouting? In a flash it all came
clear – creating an educational program for
Estonian sea scouts will be our work for few next
months. Our goal is to encourage youth to
participate in sea investigation for more
sustainable behavior, to help youth to start
learning practical skills for future purpose, to
introduce them the employment world belonging
on the sea, to give youth the necessary skills for
better decisions in their life.

At the moment we are preparing the theoretical
background to prepare an example of possible
future program, activities and goals for sea
scouting in Estonia. Later on, we are making it
happen by using the local and EU funding
possibilities, connections made and of course, our
enthusiasm!
Marek Kõbu with the mindmaps about sea
scouting in Estonia an why?

Marek Kõbu
From Estonian Scouts Association
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Sea Scouts celebrate forty years
Malahide Sea Scouts Wednesday Troop, a section within
the Malahide Sea Scout Group celebrated its fortieth
Birthday Party recently with a Gathering for a big party.
One of the three Scout troops in the Group, the
Wednesday troop was formed back in 1 975 when the Group
acquired its first Scout den on the Current site and the
existing troop which had reached over one hundred
members, split into two distinct troops.
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The Wednesday troop currently provides an adventurous
outdoor Nautical and land-based programme for over
Seventy Scouts. The evening provided an opportunity to
recognise the achievements of the Scouts in the Troop
during the year. Among the awards presented were Scout
of the Year - Andrew Desmond, Canoeist of the Year Daniel Crothers, Sailor of the Year - David Seagrave, Hiker
of the Year - Ronan Allen, Oarsman of the Year - Reuben
Allen, Seamanship Award - Kian Hopkins, Leader of the
Year - Colum McCaffrey. Present at the celebrations,
Group Leader Colin Lynch announced the final details for
the total renovation of our scout den in Malahide.
Also announced, there will be two major fund raising
events organised by the scouts to help pay towards the
half million euro development of our present waterside
premises. The first event will be the annual gala ball and
secondly the 1 00km sponsored relay row across the Irish
Sea from Holyhead in North Wales, to Malahide Estuary in
North County Dublin.
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Summer Programme will continue while the Den is out of
service with all three troops already planning their annual
camps. While most will Camp in Ireland this year a party of
twenty five Malahide Sea Scouts will form part of the Irish
Contingent to the World Scout Jamboree in Japan in July.
Sea Scouting will continue while the den is under
development and will take up to 1 2 months to complete.
Scouts will continue to participate in the kayaking, boating
and sailing programmes with the kind Support of Malahide
Yacht Club, Malahide Marina, our parishes
St. Andrew’s and St. Sylvester’s
Gerard Hickey & K. Rowen

www. malahideseascouts. ie
Like us on Facebook: MalahideSeaScouts

Nautical base for the sea scouting
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THE AZIMUT GROUP IN THE PROJECT
The scout group Azimut moves ahead willingly
with a new project, the creation of a nautical
base. This project began when our scout group
realised about the importance of having a base in
order to develop our specialised scouting. We are
located in Barcelona city and we are the only Sea
Scout group in Spain, with 32 years of experience
encouraging Scouting and its principles among
children and teens. We have around 70 children
and adolescents who together with the
responsible leaders promote our educational
methodology.

necessary principles in order to reach a more
critical society whose values include team work,
respect, cohabitation, inclusion, etc. As a result
the youth will get the tools they need to create a
better world. Sea Scouting has a great experience
and acknowledgement in many European countries
and through the creation of this nautical base we
would like to achieve that acceptance in Spain.

The location of our nautical base would be on the
Olympic Port of Barcelona. An idyllic space with a
wide range of possibilities in order to perform all
kind of activities, either in the port or in the sea.
In addition, it would let us set-up our fleet before
sailing. Currently, we have a 4 ' 70, a skipper,
four optimist, a pneumatic, four plastic-injected
canoes and two fiberglass canoes.
WHAT DO WE ALREADY HAVE?
- Our 30 years of experience in sea scouting.
- Our initiative and willingness to create new
projects.
- The leaders and volunteers needed to begin the
project and carry on with it. Besides them we
count on interested people who are immersed in
Scouting and willing to work with us to reach the
goal.
- The support and guarantee from Acció Escolta
de Catalunya.

Owing to the current social, cultural and
educational situation we have noticed the need of
promoting Scouting as an educational
methodology in our country. Scouting includes all

A FIRST APPROACH TO OUR NAUTICAL BASE
It is expected to be an area where the main
objective is to educate our young ones in a
different way. Having said that, the space would
be used to repair our own ships, build new ones,
or just for sailing. According to this, we would
plan activities and projects with our children and
teenagers and meet other land scout groups that
are willing to know our specialized scouting.
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WHAT DO WE NEED?
- Financial support so that we can get the
infrastructure for the nautical base.
This is the reason why we have created a crowdfunding
campaign where you can cooperate through our
website.
INFORMATION OF INTEREST
In the website of our scout group you will find a link
that takes you directly to this project's document with
all the features, budget, objectives, etc. Additionally,
some pictures can be found.
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Should you require more information please visit our
website: http: //www. aeazimut. org/
We also have a Facebook site, where you can follow us:
https: //www. facebook. com/agrupament. azimut?ref=ts
&fref=ts
Text and photos: Laura Simarro, Sea Scout group
Azimut, Spain

Winter Boat Training – Oars Intermediate Charge Cert Course 201 5
This year’s Oars Charge Certificate which started
back on Sunday evening 25th January 201 5 has 1 4
participants. Scouts from the Neala, Wednesday
and Friday troops have been attending the
evening course on Sunday night’s.
The boating course is for scouts and young
leaders who plan to train scout crews this coming
boating season. Aimed at scouts who are 1 5 and
over, it gives them the opportunity to learn how
to handle a multi oared rowing boat, like the
East Coast Skiff. A 23 foot clinker built wooden
craft, pointed at boat ends has a deep tradition
along the East Coast of Ireland. The skiff
developed from a previous craft called a
Hobblers Skiff, which was persons who plied their
trade as unlicensed pilots in and out of Dublin
Bay. Sometimes under dangerous conditions, bad
weather or in total darkness Hobblers would race
out of Dublin Port when a merchant ship came
over the horizon. The first crew to throw a line
would gain the work in offloading the vessel.
The course participants learn a wide range of
nautical skills, including, water safety, use of
emergency equipment, man overboard drill, and
practical boating skills. The course offers more
as the coxswain (scout) is trained to manage a
crew, take charge of their welfare, work in a
team and lead a team.
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The theory part of the course will conclude in
middle of March after participants have
completed a written assessment. The
practical end of the course will be completed
over a weekend after boats have been
launched for the season.
K. Rowen
February 2015

Sea Scout map of Europe: National /international sea scout camps
Would you like to participate in a sea scout camp in a different country? Here are listed some of the national / international sea scout camps in
different countries. If your camp is not listed, please tell us about it!

In 201 5:
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Country:
Next time:
Participants:
Age limit:

Navigamus

Czech Republic
4. -7. 6. 201 5
900 participants
(no age limit)

Aqua

Slovakia
1 0. -1 7. 8. 201 5
300 participants
1 0 years

So

Denmark
28. 7. -4. 8. 201 5
1 000 participants
8 years

Coming in few years again:
Country:
Next time:
Participants:
Age limit:

Nawaka

The Netherlands
(was in 201 4)
4000 participants
7 years

Satahanka

Finland
(was in 201 3)
1 500 participants
1 2 years

Randoya

Norway
(was in 201 4)
850 participants
6 years

Text: Satu Raudasoja, Logos: from the camp FB-site or website
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GAME: “Knotting” kim
You might be familiar with Kim-games in general: The
person who participates is blind-folded and the goal is to
recognize different objects. This game is a variation of
that.
GAME: "Knotting" kim
AIM OF THE GAME: To recognize different knots
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DURATION:
Preparation time: 1 0 min
Structure: 5 min
Game: discretion
NEEDED:
As many lines as there are participants. Space to sit.
PLAYING THE GAME:
Blindfold the scouts. Give each scout a line in their hand
which a node is made. Let them then return the lines again
and write down what knot they have felt.

GAME/COMPETITION: longest rope
This competitional activity has been one activity in a
scout competition called Espoon Punanen, in Finland in
201 4. The goal is to make as long as possible continuous
rope from small ropes by joining ropes together with the
specic knots marked in ropes.
AIM OF THE ACTIVITY: As long rope as possible by joining
small ropes with correct knots
NEEDED:
Ropes with different length 1 5-60cm (or all ropes same
length), laminated name tags with dofferent names of
knots, clear tape, measuring tape, pictures/instructions of
the wanted knots
PREPARATION:
Choose 5-8 knots, make the name tags, cut the rope, put
the name tags of the more difficult knots to the longer
ropes and tags of easier knots to shorter ropes

VARIATIONS:
You can also let the scouts make some knots blindfolded
and then let them check theirselve whether it was good.
Or you can display multiple knots, then cover it and write
down what they remember.

ACTIVITY:
The group has to join as many ropes as possible with the
knot marked in the rope. In the end the length of the rope
is measured. If a knot is not correct, the length of that
rope is substracted from the total length. The group with
the longest rope wins.

Text: Ernst-Jan Jacobsen (Netherlands)

Text and photo: Satu Raudasoja (Finland)
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